Classified Message

27 Oct 1966
SECRET

TO
DIRECTOR
FROM
LUXEMBOURG
ACTION:
C/ME 2
INFO:

RYBAT

REF:
DIR: 8193 (OUT 05/04) 015

1. SUBJECT NOW PARIS. POSSIBILITY WILL CONTACT JOUVE NOY 29 OCTOBER. CAN PLAN ON CONTACT 31 OCTOBER. SUGGEST CHANGE MEETING FRAN TO 1530 HOURS LOCAL TIME 1 NOV. ADVISE.

2. SOME REQUIRED SHOTS NOT AVAILABLE LUXE AND SUBJECT MUST GET PARIS. WILL NOT COMPLETE SERIES PRIOR 11 NOV. COVER ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE BY THAT DATE.

3. [ADD] 23/4 RECEIVED.

END OF MESSAGE.

C/S COMMENT: GAVE CONTACT INSTRUCTIONS FOR MANKEL MEET FRAN.